The buffer carbon layer obtained in the first instance by evaporation of Si from the Si-rich surfaces of silicon carbide (SiC) is often studied only as the intermediate to the synthesis of SiC supported graphene. In this work, we explore its intrinsic potentialities, addressing its structural and electronic properties by means of Density Functional Theory. While the system of corrugation crests organized in a honeycomb super-lattice of nano-metric side returned by calculations is compatible with atomic microscopy observations, our work reveals some possible alternative symmetries, which might coexist in the same sample. The electronic structure analysis reveals the presence of an electronic gap of ~0.7 eV. In-gap states are present, localized over the crests, while near-gap states reveal very different structure and space localization, being either bonding states or outward pointing p orbitals and unsaturated Si dangling bonds. On one hand, the presence of these interface states was correlated with the n-doping of the monolayer graphene subsequently grown on the buffer. On the other hand, the correlation between their chemical character and their space localization is likely to produce a differential reactivity towards specific functional groups with a spatial regular modulation at the nanoscale, opening perspectives for a finely controlled chemical functionalization.
R8.95 (of SiC), obtained by a slight rotation of the two lattices, and leading to a 1/3 sized consensus supercell which allows extensive calculations.
At variance of those of EM and QFSMG, however, the electronic properties of the BL alone received little attention: only very recently an ARPES 20 measurement has revealed the presence of a small band gap (~0.5 eV) whose origin was not clearly attributed. The reason of the scarce interest towards this system is that it is usually considered only a support system to generate the most interesting one, that is, graphene.
In this work we adopt a different point of view, focusing on the BL itself. We are moved by two aims. The first is to clarify details of the structure of this system, since this influences the structure of EM and QFSMG and can shed light on the kinetics of their formation processes, still basically unknown. The second is the analysis of the electronic structure of the BL as a system per se, to envision whether the specific properties of the BL could be exploited for applications. Our investigation tool is Density Functional Theory (DFT). The calculation scheme is reviewed in the next section, also including a description of the model systems, especially the non-standard ones, used for here the first time with BL. The subsequent section illustrates the results. Summary and discussion on perspectives for applications are reported in the last section.
Models and Methods
Model Systems. We considered two different symmetries, generating the different model systems reported in Fig. 1 . The first one is the 6√3 × 6√3 R30 of SiC (or 13 × 13 of graphene, Fig. 1, top part) , previously considered the "standard" simulation cell for the SiC/graphene systems (hereafter called "L"). We included four SiC layers of the cubic polytype, and saturated the last one with H. We additionally considered a possible alternative symmetry, generating a smaller ("S") supercell recently used and validated for the QFSMG 10, 11 i.e. the √31 × √31 R8.95 of SiC (or 7 × 7 R21.787 of graphene, Fig. 1, bottom part) . In this case, the consensus between graphene and SiC supercells is obtained by allowing a small relative rotation (<1 deg with respect to that in L model) of the two lattices and slightly different contraction of the buffer: in S model the surface density of the buffer atoms is 0.9% larger than in the L model. In the S supercell the BL can have two different stacking conformations 11 with respect to SiC, allowing respectively one site of type "hollow", i.e. with a Si atom lying under the center of a BL hexagon (Sh model) and one site of type "top", i.e. with Si atom lying under a C atom (St model, see red circles in Fig. 1 ). These models are built locating a flat hexagonal carbon layer on the top of a neatly cut SiC surface at a distance slightly larger than the presumed bond distance and then relaxing (see next section for calculation details). The S supercell includes less than 1/3 atoms of the L one, reducing the computational of roughly one order of magnitude.
Calculations Setup. DFT calculations are performed with a setup previously tested on this kind of systems 8 . The Rappe-Rabe-Kaxiras-Joannopoulos ultrasoft (RRKJUS) pseudopotentials 21 are used with the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) exchange-correlation functional 22 , van der Waals interactions are treated within the semi-empirical Grimme D2 scheme 23 (PBE-D2). The plane wave cutoff energy was set at 30 Ry and the density cutoff at 300 Ry, while the convergence threshold for self-consistency was set at 10 −8 . The BFGS quasi-Newton algorithm was used for structural optimizations 24 , with standard convergence criteria, i.e. 10 −3 a.u. for the forces and 10 −4 a.u. for the energy. Γ point only is used for structural optimization, while for calculations of the density of states (DoS) we used a 10 × 10 × 1 grid generated using the Monkhorst and Pack scheme 25 for S supercells and a 5 × 5 × 1 grid for L. A Gaussian smearing of 0.01 Ry was set in all calculations. The lattice vectors of the supercells in the xy plane (reported in Fig. 1 ) are chosen in such a way to have a relaxed SiC crystal. The third supercell parameter, in z direction, is the same in all cases (31.8 Å), chosen large enough to decouple the periodic copies. The calculations were performed using Quantum ESPRESSO 26 (QE, version 5.3.0). Numerical data generated during this study are available from the corresponding author upon reasonable requests.
Results
In this section the results of this study are reported. The rippling pattern of the L model (part of section 3.1), were previously described by us 8 and others 6 . However to our knowledge a deep-in characterization of the structural features of the buffer in L or in the alternative models S was never reported. We believe that it is important to fill this gap, especially for the interpretation of energetic and electronic data, reported in the subsequent subsections.
General structural properties. The main structural properties are summarized in Fig. 2 . As it can be seen from panel (a), the structure of SiC lattice is rather regular in the bottom layer, and becomes less regular in the layer nearer to the surface, as indicated by the larger spread of the z coordinate distributions. The BL is located at an average distance of 2.4 Å from the Si layer, and displays a large vertical spread due to its rippling. The ripples are organized in specific patterns, clearly visible in panels (b-d) of Fig. 2 (bright areas are protruding). In L the "crests" form a honeycomb lattice (profiled in yellow in panel (b)) separating three types of hexagonal irregular "tiles". This pattern is compatible with that observed by STM 2,20 although in those experiment the crests appear smeared. This could be attributed to the thermal fluctuations, not included in these calculations. In addition, it should be considered that STM images depend on voltage, whose variation can produce different sharpness and contrast 3, 13, 14 . Indeed, however, in the experimental images the hexagonal "tiles" appears somehow more regular than those in L model. Interestingly, the corrugation pattern arising from model Sh, here reported for the first time, is more similar in this respect, displaying only one kind of regular tile. The pattern of model St is instead formed by distorted hexagons, appearing "broken" on two sides. This situation appear similar to what observed in some region of the STM of ref. 2 , where the crests seem to form rather parallel zig-zag lines weakly connected.
Locally, the BL appears organized in benzene-like units (highlighted by blue circles in panels (b-d)). In the zoomed inset (panel (e)) the crests appear formed by interconnected chains of those (broken) units, while the tiles include six, seven or eight benzene units, separated by intruding C atoms (colored in black and indicated by the pink dots in (e)). By comparing with the location of the Si atoms of the upper layer (yellow balls), it can be seen that each of the intruding C atom is located on top of a Si atom. As it will be shown in the next sections, they are actually covalently bound. However, not all the Si atoms are bonded to C. For instance, the central Si atom colored in green in panel (d) is found in a hollow position i.e. in the center of the benzene unit, and it is unbound. Top and hollow positions roughly alternate, but the mismatch between the lattices unregisters the stacking. This modulated alternating of favorable (top) and unregistered relative C-Si positions creates the specific patterns of bonds of crests and benzene sub-units. Figure 3 (a), reports the z profiles evaluated along different zig-zag lines in the three models shown in Fig. 3(b-d) . The Si bonded C atoms are easily identified as those pointing downward, and are regularly separated by groups of C atoms belonging to the benzene units; the crest areas can be recognized as those pointing upwards. As it can be seen, the profiles of the L model (black and blue line in the bottom and top plot respectively) have the super-cell periodicity of ~3.2 nm, while the profiles of S models (magenta, green and red) are only approximately periodic, since the zig-zag line is not perfectly aligned to the crests, due to the rotation angle between substrate and BL. Nevertheless, the crests structures of the three models are locally superimposable (black vs magenta lines, belonging to L and Sh respectively, and red vs blue lines, belonging to L and St). The green profile is the most different of all, because it crosses the "broken crest", which is a peculiarity of the St model.
Bonding patterns.
The covalent bonds between BL and the substrate can be identified in different ways: (i) by selecting the buffer layer atoms pointing downwards, or (ii) those at short distance from a Si atom, or (iii) by searching for the effective charge localization between buffer and substrate. Method (i) is the simplest but ambiguous, because the tail of distribution of z coordinates of bound and unbound atoms superimpose. Method (ii) identifies better the bound atoms, being the bond length distributed at ~2 Å. Finally, method (iii) gives an immediate idea of the bonding pattern: Fig. 3 (f-h) reports a representation of the total charge density evaluated on a plane located mid-way between the buffer and the substrate, as shown in (e). Bonds can be identified as charge density accumulation points (bright spots), located below a sub-set of the BL atoms. These are colored in pink in the superimposed image, and as anticipated, are distributed on a specific hexagonal pattern, alternating with the "benzene" rings (in cyan) appearing as grey hexagon in (b-d) and (f-h) due to their π orbitals structure. (The atoms of the crests appear dark in the image because they are unbound and far above the representation plane.) Fig. 3 panels (f-h) also confirm the local resemblance of patterns of model L to that of model Sh and St. A comparative analysis of the three methods is reported in the SI.
Formation energies. The evaluation of relative energies of L and S models is not straightforward, because they have different sizes. One possibility is to normalize to the area of the cell, or equivalently, to the number of surface Si atoms. However, the surface density of atoms of the carbon layer is higher in the S model of ~1% (and, correspondingly, the corrugation level is of 2% larger see Table 1 , two last columns). Therefore, a second non-equivalent normalization is to the number of atoms the BL. Even the evaluation of the total energy itself is non trivial. The global stability could be evaluated considering the formation energy E f , i.e. the energy with respect to the sum of energy of all isolated atoms
When renormalized to the unit surface, E f can be used as a measure of the relative stability, although it is not very meaningful per se, being dependent on the number of layers of bulk included in the model. The binding/dissociation energy of the BL was also evaluated, but it is less appropriate considering that the synthesis proceeds from the bulk (details in the SI). The analysis of the energies indicates that Sh model is more stable than St model of about 0.01 eV per surface Si atom. This is likely to be due to a more symmetric conformation of the bonding pattern, since the concentration of C atoms and the level of corrugation is basically the same in St and Sh. Additionally, S models turns out more stable than L of ~4.8 eV/Si surface atom. Because the main difference between S and L is the surface C density of the buffer, this points to a preference of the system for a slightly larger concentration, such as in S model. In general, however, the stabilization is likely to arise from the interplay between the different corrugation level (see Table 1 ) and the different arrangement/symmetry of the Si-C bonds and of the crests. Conversely, when one considers the formation energy per C buffer atom, the trend is inverted and L results lower than S of about 3.9 eV/C atom. On the formal level, this is trivially due to the different surface concentration of C atoms in the two models and seems to indicate that the BL is more relaxed within the L model. In panels (e-h) the charge density is evaluated on a plane located between the buffer layer and the substrate, as shown in panel (e). Panels (e-f) report the value of the charge density on the plane (bright high density, dark low density), for models L (f), Sh (g) and St (h). Superimposed in red is the BL structure, and in colors the atoms of BL of the three different types: bound to SiC, "benzene-like" rings and crests, colored as shown in the color coding legenda in panel (e). Table 1 . Formation E f and binding energies E b of the three model systems as defined in the main text, and normalized to the to the number of Si surface atoms, of C buffer atoms and to the number of Si-C bonds, also reported. The average surface density of the buffer atoms, N C /S and the average corrugation level of the buffer, as measured by the standard deviation from zero of the out of plane dihedral <ϕ 2 > 1/2 are also reported.
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Electronic properties. The electronic Densities of States (DoS) for all models are reported in Fig. 4 . Once aligned to the Fermi level, they show the same global structure, displaying a low DoS area ~0.7 eV large, delimited by two rapidly increasing wings. This is an electronic gap of size comparable of that reported in ref. 20 , although a n-doping is present being the Fermi level located above the gap. A zoom in of the DoS (lower plot Fig. 4 ) reveals some differences between the three models. Some residual DoS is present in the gap, revealing some more or less pronounced or separated "peaks" in the three models. The local DoS integrated in the gap range is reported as insets in Fig. 4 (iso-density surfaces, in red), and clearly reveals that in-gap states are localized over the crests in the three cases. At a first sight, these states appear to be the π orbitals of the protruding C atoms. For the St case, where two separate peaks are clearly visible, we integrated over them separately (intervals indicated in yellow and purple in the plot). The inset on the right shows in corresponding colors the separated local DoS, and reveals that the lower energy in-gap peak (yellow) belong to states located on the more irregular sites, while the states belonging to higher energy in-gap peak (magenta) follow the more regular hexagonal pattern, which explains why in the Sh case only one peak (the "regular" one) is present, being the symmetry higher. We systematically performed this analysis in other four energy intervals, namely the left wing (LW) and the right wing (RW) of the gap up to the Fermi level, and the "LUMO" state, including the lower unoccupied states up to 1 eV (boundaries of the intervals indicated by vertical lines in Fig. 4, lower of the buffer layer, and could be compared with STM images in fixed current and fixed height mode, respectively. The third one ("vol slice under") is obtained plotting the density in a plane located between the buffer and the substrate, and displays the inner part of the charge density. This analysis confirms that the in-gap states (second column from the left) are basically localized in the crests area: the superficial images show density localized on the protruding C atoms of the crests, while the inner image shows density localized under the C atoms intruding, i.e. those covalently bound to the substrate. Overall, then, the in-gap states represent bonding orbitals either between the crests atoms or between the intruding crests atoms and the substrate. The in-gap states do not display charge density on the "benzene" units.
Conversely, the distribution of the LW states is localized on the benzene units, or under them, as shown by the "slice under" images. Besides those clearly visible "benzene" rings, the inner images show also density localized under the C sites interstitial between rings, which are bonded to the substrate. Also the superficial image shows density on the benzene rings, visible as small circles within the larger hexagonal shapes delimited by crests, besides some residual density of the π orbitals over the protruding atoms. Overall, these states appear to have bonding character, either between the out of crest atoms, or between them and the substrate.
The charge density of the states of the RW below the Fermi level has a strong inner component under the "tiles", which appear however to be different, being localized over Si atoms located in the hollow positions, and therefore these states do not participate to the covalent bonding to the substrate, but are rather "dangling Si bonds". The superficial charge density is localized mainly on the crests, but appears to be a sum of localized p z orbitals rather than a π system. These two aspects are similar and enhanced in the "LUMO" states: the superficial states are protruding p z orbitals and the inner states are dangling bonds under the "benzene rings" (although with a different symmetry with respect to the RW states). Overall, then, the states above the gap appear to have an increasing anti-bonding character.
Discussion and Conclusions
In this work we have comparatively analyzed results from three different model systems for the buffer carbon layer on the Si-rich surface of SiC: the "standard one" (L) with exactly 30 deg rotation between the SiC and buffer lattices, 13 × 13/6√3 × 6√3 supercells and a superficial C buffer atoms density of ~38.3 C atom/nm 2 , and two alternative ones (Sh and St with 7 × 7/√31 × √31 supercells), with a slightly different rotation between the two lattices (~29 deg), slightly larger superficial C density (~38.7 C/nm 2 ). L is fully compatible with the (quasi) 6 × 6/ SiC supercell, while S models are compatible only approximately.
The three models share common general structural features: a system of crests of alternating protruding and intruding C atoms forming a honeycomb pattern and separating hexagonal "tiles" of ~1 nm side. Within the "tiles" carbon organizes in "benzene-like" rings, separated by intruding C sites. These and the intruding sites in the crests are covalently bound to Si atoms of the substrate. The main differences between the three models are in the form of the "tiles": these are regular hexagons in the Sh model, distorted hexagons with partially broken sides in St, while in the L model three different types of hexagons, one regular and two distorted are present. The comparison with the atomic microscopy data does not completely solve the ambiguity between the models: AFM and STM images clearly show the honeycomb system of crests of size compatible with all of them. Small irregularities of the tiles seem to appear in some images 13, 20 , while in others they are not visible 2 . In general, however, the crests in the experiment appear smeared and regularized with respect to L model. While both the effects could be attributed to the already mentioned thermal fluctuations (neglected in our calculations), the regularization is an indication in favor of Sh model. Some features of the fine structure we observe, e.g. the "benzene-like rings", are barely reported in the literature. However, we observe that these need very high resolution and specific voltage conditions to be revealed. In fact, structures that resemble those of Fig. 5 , with modulation of contrast on the crests and within the tiles similar to benzene rings were observed in ref. 14 , where a systematic study at different voltages and temperature was performed. In summary, the theory-experiment comparison of structural data would indicate that none of the models should be excluded, and that, conversely, they might appear in different experimental conditions or in different areas of the sample.
Other indications come from the analysis of stability. The comparison between L and S models indicates that the formation energy per unit surface is smaller for the S models (the smallest for Sh), while the same evaluated per C atom of the BL is smaller for L. This is not a contradiction, however, because the superficial concentration of C atoms of the buffer is larger in S models. It might seem not intuitive that a more crowded (and consequently more corrugated) conformation is more stable than a more "diluted" (and slightly flatter). However, one must consider that the buffer is not a completely flat sp 2 graphene, nor even a completely sp 3 hybridized graphane-like sheet, but a combination of the two, whose optimal corrugation/contraction level is not easy to evaluate a priori. Therefore it is not straightforward to estimate which is the optimal superficial density of C atoms in the buffer. In addition, Sh conformation might be structurally favored by its high symmetry, bringing a particularly favorable binding pattern. This conclusion is also compatible with a recent general theoretical analysis showing that conformations with relative rotations of lattices with low commensuration might help releasing the strain 27 . Therefore, overall the energetic consideration are in agreement with the structural ones, indicating a possible coexistence of different binding and corrugation patterns, with a slight preference for the more symmetric ones.
Our results for the electronic structure return similar DoS for the three models, displaying a gap approximately 0.7 eV wide, with localized in-gap states and n-doping. We remark that, while a similar n-doping level is reported in the theoretical calculations (e.g. 20 ), this is not fully confirmed by experiments, which seem rather to indicate the Fermi level located in proximity of the gap or within it. This may be attributed to different causes: extrinsic doping induction from the experimental setup or poor treatment of the bulk polarization in the theoretical calculations 11, 20 . However, the doping level is not likely to affect the features (shape, localization, extension) of the electronic states, which in fact, appear to be fully compatible with the structural analysis. The basically non-dispersive in-gap states appear to descend from the π orbital system of the crests atoms and are fully localized on them, constituting the binding system between crests atoms or among them and the substrate. The specific space distribution of those state of course depends on the model (being the crests different in the three SciENTific REPORtS | (2018) 8:13097 | DOI:10.1038/s41598-018-31490-7 models) and in particular the symmetry breaking occurring in St seems to split the in-gap state in two distinct ones, with separate spatial distribution, while this splitting is not observed in the more symmetric Sh model. Furthermore, just below the gap, we observe a more conventional π binding system, localized in the "benzene like" rings within the "tiles", though with some residual density on the crests. On the other side, above the gap, we revealed a set of dangling Si bonds localized underneath the buffer layer, and a set of p z orbitals mainly localized over the crests and in proximity of them. These states might have relevance in the intrinsic doping of the graphene monolayer on BL, when present, which was attributed to donor surface states either of the buffer or of the SiC surface 12 . The experimental observation of this variety of states requires a systematic STM analysis of the BL at different voltages, performed only in a few studies, which, in fact, reveal the presence of structures we observe in our analysis, such as the already mentioned benzene rings 14 , localized p z orbitals or dangling bonds 13 , often organized in triangular or hexagonal symmetries, compatible with our models. In those images both regular and irregular hexagonal "tiles" are observed, as far as areas with broken crests typical of St model.
In summary, our work does not completely solve the problem of which is the exact symmetry and conformation of the BL, conversely suggesting that, rather than a single one, different symmetries might coexist and possibly inter-convert at sufficiently high temperature. The symmetry of L gives a more extended spatial commensurability, a relative rotation that seems globally more compatible apparently exact 30 deg rotation of the two lattices. However S models seems to be locally more stable and present a higher degree of symmetry. The preference for one or the other conformation should be investigated therefore at the statistical and thermodynamic level, accounting also for the kinetics of the buffer formation. This is clearly beyond the possibility of an ab initio study and beyond the scopes of this work. Conversely, it is currently under investigation and matter of a forthcoming paper 28 involving multi-scale simulations. On the other hand, from the modeling perspective, S models are much less expensive, and certainly a good approximation for the local properties of the real sample.
The peculiar structural and electronic properties of the BL suggest interesting applications. The corrugation and the considerable variability of electronic structure between crests and "tiles" suggest that this system is particularly reactive 29 : states localized in the different energy regions (gap, and its sides) display well separate spatial localization and very different (sometimes opposite) "chemical" character. The correlation between these two features suggests that different chemical species (e.g. electrophilic, nucleophile, or dienophile) might select different spatial areas, following the moiré superlattice, offering a unique potentiality of obtaining a nano-patterned chemical functionalization.
